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¿Qué és Data Science? 

 Data science is a sexy job. The salaries are high, the work is interesting, and there’s
significant prestige that comes with the title. As a result, MANY people want to be
data scientists.

 A data scientist is someone who is better at statistics than any software engineer
and better at software engineering than any statistician.

 The term data science has caused excitement, confusion and controversy. Some of
the confusion is from the lack a of a consistent definition. There is an ecosystem of
related terms (e.g. analytics, business intelligence, big data, data mining).

 The problem is that the field has grown too fast: there are now far too many data
scientists with very little experience heading into a job market that has very few
experts. Times have changed. When the term was still relatively new, companies
were accepting candidates with only a basic knowledge of data, and getting them to
learn on the job.





“Skills” que se irán perfeccionando y mejorando



¿Qué és Data Science? 

 A data scientist is someone who uses data to solve problems.

 A multidisciplinary field. Data scientists come from a variety of academic
backgrounds: computer science, physics, statistics, and many others. What matters
most is having a creative mind coupled with first rate critical thinking skills.

 Intersection of three areas: maths/statistics, computation, particular domain (e.g: 
Sports) ((Conway, 2010; Yu, 2014; Blei and Smyth, 2017)

 Intersection of six areas called “Greater Data Science”: 1- Data gathering, 
preparation and exploration;  2- Data representation and transformation; 3-
Computing with data; 4- Data modeling; 5- Data visualization and presentation
(Donoho, 2017).

 I don’t know. Data science is an awesome profession, but there are definitely some
serious frustrations that come with it.

 “Data Science” could disappear, to be eclipsed by the next buzzword.





¿Qué profesiones están involucradas?





¿Este término de Data Science se está
convirtiendo realmente en un negocio?

Por ejemplo, desde varios sectores (universidades, escuelas de
negocios, empresas,...) se ha proyectado el uso y la enseñanza
de data science.









¿Cómo ven esto los estadísticos? vs. ¿los
ingenieros informáticos?
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• “#1 in Best Business Jobs”

Statistics is one of the oldest professions in the world, it dates 

back to the 1700s. There’s a tremendous history

...and now more exciting opportunities. It has never

been a better time to be a statistician.

Source: U.S. News & World, February 12, 2016
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• Statisticians...

• Help companies make sense of the world

• around us by analyzing data.

• Use data to solve complex

• problems, in fields like business,

• medicine, public service, sports…

• and more.

So, what do statisticians do?





“I keep saying the sexy job in the next ten years will be statisticians. People
think I'm joking, but who would've guessed that computer engineers
would've been the sexy job of the 1990s?” - Hal Varian, Google’s Chief
Economist

Hal Varian explains….

“The ability to take data – to be able to understand it, to process it, to
extract value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it's going to be a hugely
important skill in the next decades, not only at the professional level but
even at the educational level for elementary school kids, for high school
kids, for college kids. Because now we really do have essentially free and
ubiquitous data.” – Hal Varian

21st century



Fuente: Javier Nogales. Profesor Asociado de la Universidad Carlos III de Madrid



Problem-Solving Cycle, going from Problem , Plan, 
Data, Analysis to Conclusion and Communication
(PPDAC)

Fuente: David Spiegelhalter
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¿Antiguos conceptos estadísticos se están renombrando o 
cambiando su concepto? ¿Hasta qué punto han 

influenciado términos como Big Data, AI, Machine 
Learning, Deep Learning…?









¿Qué aspectos para el desarrollo del Data
Science no podemos pasar por alto?



¿Cómo ser un buen Data Scientist?

Fuente: Peter Tennant @PWGTennant

https://twitter.com/PWGTennant


• ‘As data analytics is increasingly 
accessed through turnkey workflows... a 
growing wave of data scientists... 
understand the questions they wish to 
ask of data but lack the skillsets to 
understand when the answers they 
receive are misleading.’ < Hetan Shah>  

- Importancia de comprender el 
problema-



Reflexiones sobre Data Science y Análisis de Datos 

"We need to appreciate that data analysis is not purely computational and algorithmic — it is a
human behaviour.“ <Jeff Leek>

“Si machine learning pot canviar el día a día de les persones, l’estadística pot canviar la manera
de pensar” <Lupe Gómez>

“Davant del volum massiu de dades i eines per tractar-les, caldrà equips multidisciplinars per
optimitzar el temps i actuar sobre elles, siguin Big/Moderate o Small Data” <Martí Casals>

“Show me your equations and models and I'll ask to see your data. Show me your data and
won't need to see your equations and models. --(if Fred Brooks were a data scientist)” <Roger
D.Peng>

“Data analysis should be treated with as much care as surgery, as a first class component of the
scientific process “ < Jeff Leek>

“Data science: working with rich data makes us better scientists; doing good science forces us
to be better data analysts.” <Alex Franks>

'L’absència de pensament estadístic crearà les supersticions del segle XXI’‘ <Anton Aubanell>


